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Grid of Letters
The star on the grid indicates the starting point.1.
The arrows and numbers indicate the direction and number of spaces you will
travel around the grid. Take the letters you top on each time.

2.

The message starts with “ I EXPECTED…”3.



Cut Out Letters
The note indicates that you will COUNT forward to the letter. You will use the
standard alphabet for this puzzle.

1.

Count the number of times a letter is listed. For the first one, it's “w”. There
are two “w’s”, so if you go two from W in the alphabet, you get “Y.” Continue
this for all letters.

2.

The message starts with “YOU”. WW=Y LLL=O SS=U3.



Lottery Ticket
You will use this along with the eight lottery tickets.1.
Note that each ticket corresponds to a game number (1-8), and the numbers
chosen for each appear in each grid.

2.

Fill in the numbers for each game. Once completed, it will reveal a message. The
first game ticket forms a “4”.

3.



Where does the lottery
ticket lead you?

You will need to have completed the lottery ticket puzzle before attempting this.1.
The message from the lottery ticket gives you an address.2.
The address starts with “4…”3.



Place and Time to meet
Notice how some of the symbols shown look like partial letters.1.
There are symbols on both sides of the paper.2.
Fold the paper to complete the messages. Not all symbols are used. The message
starts with “MEET…”

3.



Who is the package for Elimination
The grid message allows you to eliminate anyone not working in tech.1.
The cutout letter message allows you to eliminate anyone who owns their own
business or is a boss.

2.

The lottery ticket puzzle allows you to eliminate anyone over 40 years old.3.



Solved all the puzzles?
You will need to have completed all of the puzzles before attempting this.1.
Use the last name of the package's intended recipient, along with the location
and time to meet.

2.


